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Members of the Joint Multimodal Operations Unit (MNBG-W) operating out of the KFOR Military APOD, Pristina
International Airport. Currently under the command of Captain Samuele Tozzi whose primary responsibility is to
manage entry/deployment, supply and repatriation/redeployment of Italian National Forces within the Balkans.
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DCOM KFOR FAREWELL ADDRESS
On the 7th of October 2016, I took
over my responsibility as Deputy
Commander of KFOR XXI. To hold
this position has been a great honour
to me personally, but especially for
my country and the Austrian Armed
Forces.
Now, the time of my mission is
almost finished and I can state that I
appreciated every single day serving
together with you the professional
and committed soldiers and civilian
specialists of KFOR.
As the deputy commander it has
been my task to support COM KFOR
directly in every aspect, following
his intent and guidance while
always maintaining a converging
approach. With clear guidance and a
lot of freedom of action I have been
privileged to earn decisive mission
experience for the future.
Looking back to the last twelve
months it is evident that KFOR
under command of MG Giovanni
Fungo achieved a lot and has handled
challenging situations successfully.
Not to go into details but let us just
remember the situation in the North
with Trpca, the opening ceremony of
Bridge 167 and it’s effects, the “wall
and train” issues, the fragile situation
in Mitrovica - centered around and
characterized by the Austerlitz Bridge
– and last not least the still complex
nature of our mission in the rest of
Kosovo.
Regarding my task “to focus on
behalf of COM KFOR on visits to
the units, barracks and the field as
well as closely follow all training
activities both in the planning and
execution phase”, I want to express
my deep respect to all commanders
for their leadership, their clear focus
on mission accomplishment in every
aspect as well as their exemplary
motivation to run and participate
in numerous exercises. Don’t forget,
the purpose of all our high visibility

exercises – especially of our flagship
exercise the “Silver Sabre” – is not
only to train our soldiers but also to
show the flag, to prove credibility and
to provide adequate deterrence.
With the security study day, the gender
perspective day and the latest Mass
Casuality Exercise “Leonardo”, KFOR
successfully fostered, promoted and
supported relevant civil and security
organisations in confidence building
as well as in presenting and executing
their respective responsibilities and
tasks.
Nested in the first, second and
third responder principle KFOR’s
main effort has been unchanged to
provide SASE and FOM through
framework operations and fixed tasks.
Nevertheless, in parallel we proved
several times to be flexible and quick,
shifting the main effort temporarily
if requested. Examples have been the
security support to OSCE personell
twice during the election periods or
specific situation driven operations.
Following up a constructive Key
Leader Engagement with all the main
actors in Kosovo at executive level, I
experienced an open and pragmatic
pattern of comprehensive approach in
order to handle the whole spectrum
of challenges properly.
High level visits, such as NATO
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Secretary General, SACEUR, COM
JFCN as well as those of high ranking
representatives from all troop
contributing nations and beyond have
not only underlined the importance
and relevance of our mission but
also have been valuable personal
experience for me and expanded my
horizon of knowledge.
Last not least I am happy about
visible progress in Moral and Welfare
activities including enforced support
to CMLT in Novo Selo. The positive
development of the ISR Batailon as
well as the final operational capability
of the new Hungarian KTR Batailon
is a fact and I am proud to have had
the chance to contribute to this efforts
persistently.
In conclusion, I have been privileged
and happy to have served with you
under command of MG Giovanni
Fungo. I learnt a lot and I wish you
the best, health and soldier’s luck for
the future. I am deeply convinced
that we together have contributed to
a positive development in Kosovo,
to peace and security during the
last year at best, all this in the spirit
of COM KFOR’s motto “Trust and
Commitment”.
Brigadier General Christian Riener
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CPT AND IMP PERSONNEL CONDUCT
MEDICAL RESPONSE DRILLS

Coping complexity – small teams
with big impacts
The mission of a Close Protection
Team (CPT) is a steady and
constant fight against routines
and habits in order to ensure life,
health and physical integrity of a
principle using the necessary and
appropriate measures. This is based
on ‘adapt and collaborate’ rather
than ‘command and control’.
KFOR CPT Personnel recently
conducted
a
scenario-based
MEDEVAC exercise in the
vicinity of CMLT in order to
test interoperability procedures
between CPT personnel and all
enabling elements.
This training was set up for
the CPT to DCOM KFOR and
International Military Police (IMP)
and was supported by a number of
KFOR entities such as the Patient
Evacuation Coordination Centre
(PECC), KFOR AIR MEDEVAC
and a US MEDIC team.
The training scenario focused on
a principle (injured party) that
4

sustained a gunshot wound and was
being evacuated by CPT personnel.
The CPT immediately withdrew
towards the nearest KFOR-facility,
which was CMLT. While the
principle was treated T3C (First
Aid) inside a vehicle driving
at high speed, the team leader
alerted PECC in CFC requesting
medical support (AIR MEDEVAC)
at CMLT. The PECC, acting as
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single POC in such situations was
responsible for coordinating and
relaying the requests to the assigned
elements. After the injured party
was stabilized the AIR MEDEVAC
arrived and evacuated the patient.
The
feature
making
this
training unique was not just the
multinational participation, but
the comprehensive involvement
of all enabling elements that are
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designated in a structure of medical
emergencies to get the situation
under control.
Lessons Identified
The training outcomes which were
noted were that the PECC acts
as the single POC for teams who
require immediate assistance. It
successfully managed to reduce the
pressure from the unit operating on
the ground, dealing with the needs
in the background.
Applying T3C and transporting the
patient to professional medical care
is crucial and might have priority
over security. In addition, another
lesson was that the accuracy of
communication while handing
over the patient to the next level
of medical care is vital to in order
that the appropriate medical care
is given. The flow of information
must be short but precise.
We identified the interoperability of
our techniques and equipment with
the ones of the enabling elements
as sufficient for either side. Finally,

we identified technology (radio or
other means of communication to
be precise) as the ruling limiting
factor in those emergencies.
Final Words
In such complex environments,
small situational changes can
have
catastrophic
results.
Interconnectivity and creativity
support ‘adapt and collaborate’ to
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be the better approach and to beat
‘command and control’ in certain
scenarios.
The Close Protection Team
to DCOM KFOR thanks the
cooperating elements of this
training. Our combined efforts
shall let us grow in self-confidence
for future challenges.
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MASCAL EXERCISE – GJAKOVE/DJAKOVICA
AIRFIELD
KFOR participates in KOSOVO Emergency Management Agency training exercise

In May of this year KFOR provided
support in a coordinated local
emergency services mass casualty
exercise at Pristina International
Airport. The exercise was aimed to
verify the force readiness and the
interoperability between KFOR and
local agencies that have primary

6

responsibility. At the time DCOM
KFOR, BG Christian Reiner was
in attendance and had pointed
out that the exercise was the first
step to a high visibility exercise
that would be held in August. On
the 24th of August (D-Day), the
Kosovo Emergency Management
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Agency (EMA) coordinated a Mass
Casualty Exercise at the former
KFOR Italian Airfield at Gjakove/
Djakovica. The purpose of this
exercise was to facilitate the EMA to
demonstrate their ability to handle
a catastrophic disaster supported
by KFOR, EULEX, KP and KSF
in implementing the practical
emergency response procedures
on the ground such as search
and rescue, crowd control, mass
casualty drills, and dealing with a
chemical spill. At approximately
0845hrs on the morning of D-Day
the exercise control staff located
at a training room in Gjakove/
Djakovica received the first serial
of the exercise scenario. This was
role played via radio by two KFOR
personnel acting as a commercial
airline pilot and air traffic control
at Pristina International Airport.
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The Commercial airplane pilot
reported that he was a commercial
flight bound for Pristina with 33
passengers + 2 crew members
and had an engine problem
and a potential fuel leakage.
Location of the airplane at the
time of communication was 50km
northwest of Peja/Pec and that
he intended to land at Gjakove/
Djakovica airfield.
With that
announcement the commencement
of the communication plan got
under way and dignitaries and
observers who were in attendance
were invited to depart towards the
vicinity of the Runway. Following
on from the Mayday Call the
resulting scenario involved the
commercial plane having made
an emergency crash landing at
Gjakove/Djakovica airfield with
mass casualties and fire damage. On
arrival at the runway people were
met with a creative setup of a series
of old disused vehicles in a line
(representing the crashed airplane)
with airplane seats interspersed
between them with real live KSF
and KFOR military personnel
acting as the passengers and crew.
First on the scene were the KP
followed quickly by emergency fire
crews. Each of the participating
emergency responders where
afforded the opportunity to fulfil
their role within the exercise, testing
their requisite emergency response
procedures in close cooperation
with fellow responders. KFOR
with the role of 3rd line responder
made the dramatic entrance onto
the exercise crash site in the form
of a Blackhawk EVAC Heli, landing
on the Runway before receiving
and evacuating injured personnel;
this was augmented by Austrian
and Turkish KFOR medical
ambulance crews arriving and

providing assistance. With a large
audience in attendance in the form
of high ranking local political and
military representatives in addition
to NGO personnel, DCOM KFOR
and local media the exercised
agencies performed tirelessly
and efficiently throughout the
duration with ENDEX being called
at 1100hrs. On completion of the
exercise Local Political/Military
personnel complimented the
Exercise director and participating
groups outlining the importance of
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collective training. This was echoed
by DCOM KFOR, BG Christian
Reiner when he commended all
those that took part and commented
that through the combined efforts
of this type of training that Kosovo
was now a safer place.
Maj. David Farragher
OF-3 IRL ARMY
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LOCAL COMMUNITIES BENIFITING FROM
JRD LMT CONTRIBUTIONS

One of the tools that KFOR employs in order to
make a positive contribution within KOSOVO is the
deployment of Liaison Monitoring Teams (LMTs)
throughout the country with the responsibility of
interacting with local communities from all ethnic
backgrounds. These LMTs are deployed within three
(3) Joint Regional Detachments (JRDs), North, South
and Centre covering a combined territory of thirty
seven (37) municipalities.
Each of the Joint Regional Detachments supports
COMKFOR’s situational awareness and communication
campaign in their area of responsibility (AOR) by
feeling the pulse of the situation and liaising with local
authorities, International Organisations (IOs) and NonGovernment Organisations (NGOs). Each of the three
(3) JRDs is a multinational unit comprised of personnel
from contributing nations who have undergone LMT/
CIMIC specific training in their home nation or as part
of an international course prior to deployment.
JRD Centre (Prishtinë /Priština): Finland, Hungary,
Italy, Slovenia and Turkey.
JRD South (Prizren): Austria, Poland, Switzerland,
Turkey and USA.
JRD North (Novosellë/Novo Selo): Switzerland,
Greece and Slovenia.
LMTs are embedded within local communities residing
8
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in field houses from where they get the opportunity
to create and maintain relations through positive
and constructive interaction and contributions to the
local communities while simultaneously being able
to monitor and identify security, socio-economic and
political situations which may be having a negative or
positive effect in their immediate environment.
One of the primary mechanisms which are used
by LMTs to make a contribution to a community
is to identify social projects in need of assistance
which they do through CIMIC activities. KFOR
has been particularly pro-active in this department
continuously making contributions to worthy projects
throughout the country. JRD-N for example has
built up a relationship with the “Kosovoski Bozur”
School for Special Education in Mitrovicë /Mitrovica
North coordinating the raising of monitory donations
through the organisation of Charity runs to support
School excursions and more recently donating a
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new laundry service to support the occupational
therapy activities organized by the school to develop
or maintain the everyday life skills of young people
with special needs who already finished the school.
Further donations of a BRAILLE machine to NGO
“DRITA JONE” Association for visually impaired
People and a wheelchair to Banjska/e health centre
as well as school equipment for primary school in
Pliluzie (thirty (30) school desks, sixty (60) chairs and
five (5) black boards) were graciously welcomed by
the recipients and added to the quality of services at
each location. Similar CIMIC contributions are also
coordinated by JRD Centre and South, for example
JRD-S have provided medical assistance through the
establishment of a temporary medical health station in
Restelicë/a which facilitated the dispersion of medicine
and provided treatment of symptoms of illnesses while
JRD-C made a delivery of medical equipment to the
hospital in Gracanice/Gracanica. These donations are
part of the initiatives carried out by KFOR in favour
of local population of all ethnicities, impartially and in
the deepest respect for different cultures and religious
beliefs. The work of these LMTs within each of the
JRD’s has and continues to assist in providing a safe
and secure environment within KOSOVO.
vv
Maj. David Farragher
OF-3 IRL ARMY
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02 SEP 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Giovanni FUNGO,
welcomed the US Congressman
of Massachusetts, Hon. Stephen
F. LYNCH, at KFOR HQ.

06 SEP 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Giovanni FUNGO,
welcomed H.E. Santo
MARCIANÒ, Archbishop Chief
of the Roman Catholic Church
for Military Service, at KFOR
HQ.

15 SEP 2017
KFOR Deputy Commander,
Brigadier General Christian
RIENER, welcomed the
Commander of the Swiss Armed
Forces Engineer / Rescue
Training Unit, Brigadier General
Stefan CHRISTEN, at KFOR
HQ.

10
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18 SEP 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Giovanni FUNGO,
welcomed the Ambassador
of the Republic of Slovenia
to Kosovo, H. E. Mr. Bojan
BERTONCELJ, at KFOR HQ.

18 SEP 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Giovanni FUNGO,
welcomed Deputy Chief Of
Staff Operation and Intelligence
Directorate SHAPE, Major
General Scott A. KINDSVATER,
at the KFOR Headquarters.

19 SEP 2017
KFOR Commander, Major
General Giovanni FUNGO,
welcomed Commander Allied
Joint Force Command Naples,
Admiral Michelle J. HOWARD,
at the KFOR Headquarters.
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MNBG-W: MOUNTAIN TRAINING MARCH

Multinational Battle Group – West (MNBG-W)
manoeuver units constantly train to maintain their
effectiveness and readiness to intervene as 3rd
responder in any operational situation in order to
ensure freedom of movement and maintain a safe and
secure environment in KOSOVO.
On September 19th, a selection of MNBG-W
platoon strength units comprising of Austrian, Italian,
Moldovan and Slovenian contingent personnel
conducted a training march in the vicinity of Bellopojë/
Belo Polje in order to increase their capability to rapidly
deploy and effectively respond to potential threats that
may arise in a mountainous environment.
This mountain march is part of a three-day company
level cross training session that has seen MNBG-W
units also conducting Crowd and Riot Control (CRC)
activities as well as live firing exercises with the aim
of enhancing the overall interoperability of the units,
which is key for the accomplishment of the KFOR
mission.
Ltc.Antonio Bernardo
OF-4 ITA ARMY
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COMMEMORATION OF A FALLEN
COMRADE - KUTLU
KFOR has been ensuring peace
in Kosovo since 10th of June
1999. In that time, many nations
have supported this mission by
providing soldiers to implement
UNSCR 1244. Soldiers accept the
inherent risks and dangers posed by
such missions; however it does not
reduce the sorrow in the hearts of
a nation when one of their soldiers
pays the ultimate price and does
not return home.
When a nation loses a soldier while
performing duties in the name of
peace, the heavy burden of which
the soldier’s family has been forced
to carry is beyond bearing. The
KFOR Roll of Honor consists of
numerous soldiers from different
countries contributing troops to
this peace support mission.
One example of a soldier who made
the ultimate sacrifice in the name of
peace was Air Weapon Munitions
Senior Master Sergeant Hüseyin
KUTLU. He was born on 05th
of February 1963 in Mihalıççık/
Eskişehir. He joined the Air Force
Technical Schools Commandership
in 1981and graduated in 1982 as a
Staff Sergeant. On the 7th of July
1999, he was assigned to Turkish
Task Force Dragas/Kosovo as
EOD Team Chief. During an EOD
operation in Dragas, on the 22nd
of September 1999, he was killed
by the explosion of an old wartime
BLU-97 bomblet while inspecting
it. Senior Master Sergeant Hüseyin
KUTLU was married with two
children.
On the eighteenth anniversary of
the passing of Hüseyin KUTLU,
a commemoration ceremony
was held in the Camp Film City

commemoration garden.
The
ceremony was organized by
Turkish contingency in KFOR
with the participation of Turkish
ambassadress Ms.Kıvılcım KILIÇ,
DCOM KFOR BG Christian
RIENER, COM KSF Lt.General
Rrahman RAMA, a large group
of KFOR staff and all Turkish
personnel in Camp Film City.
Cpt. Behlül Şener
OF-2 TUR-AF
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CANINE HOIST TRAINING
Military Working Dogs are welltrained, serious animals that
often work in difficult, hard-toaccess terrain because of their
maneuverability. If a MWD gets
injured during one of their missions
here in Kosovo, The Medevac
Aviators of Multinational Battle
Group – East will come to their aid
like any other Service Member in
need of medical attention.
In order to remain proficient in
this specific capability, Medical
Aviators and Military Working
Dog Handlers of MNGB-East
teamed up to carry out canine hoist
training with a UH-60 Medevac
August 1, 2017 on Camp Bondsteel.
Hoisting capabilities can get an
injured MWD out of those hard-toaccess areas they tend to work in.
“We have the hoist capabilities and
we can hoist up to a maximum
height of 295 feet,” said MNBGEast Standardization Instructor
Sgt. Zachary Smith, a Critical Care
Flight Paramedic for Detachment
1, Charlie Company, 1st Battalion,
169th Aviation Regiment of the
Oklahoma National Guard. “It
doesn’t really matter where you are.
We should be able to get you with
the tools that we have.”
If a MWD team was out in a
mountainous area where there is
no landing zone and something
happened to the canine service
member, whether it hurt its foot,
stepped on a mine or was so sick
that it could no longer perform its
job, a Medevac can come in to hoist
them out of there, Smith Explained.
The MWD and its handler are
hoisted together using a 420C rescue

14

PICTURE: Staff Sgt. Nicholas Farina US Army (2)

CAMP BONDSTEEL, KOSOVO

device, said Smith. It is used for the
canines because it has a small seat
that allows the handler to pin the
MWD in between themselves and
the seat. It allows for less movement
of the dog.
MNBG-East Kennel Master Sgt.
Bruce Brickleff, a Military Working
Dog Handler for the 131st Military
Working Dog Detachment out
of Grafinvere Germany, said the
Hoist training serves as a way
to familiarize the dogs with the
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aircraft as well as getting lifted up
into the helicopter. It also trains
the Medevac Aviators on how to
maneuver the MWD team into the
black hawk once hoisted up.
Brickleff and his MWD, Staff Sgt.
Buri who is a male Belgian Malinois
Shepard mix, were hoisted together
several times during the training.
“He has full and total trust in me
as the handler and knows that I
am not going to let any harm get to
him,“ Brickleff assured.
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It is also good to have the MWD
wear a muzzle during possible
stress-inducing training conditions,
Miller assured. If the dog gets
stressed around the intensity of
the helicopter while working with
unfamiliar personnel such as a crew
chief, the muzzle eliminates risks.
Miller explained that the canine
Hoist training is something that’s
been developing within the last
several years. MWD Handlers
and veterinarians brainstormed
with Medevac Aviators on how to
evacuate canines if they are in a hardto-access location. This capability is

up and coming. Aviators and dog
handlers are working with MWD
hoist procedures a lot more now.
The ability to hoist a MWD team
via Medevac helicopter out of
an otherwise inaccessible area
allows for MNBG-East to protect
a valuable and multi-faceted force
asset.
“Their primary mission here is they
are a force multiplier. They can go
essentially anywhere,” said Miller.
According to Army Regulation
190-12: Military Police Military
Working Dogs, MWD teams
are used in garrison and combat
support missions including area
security; movement and mobility
support operations; law and order;
and force protection, including
narcotic,
human,
landmine,
firearm, ammunition and explosive
detection.
“We are here to assist in any way
possible that we can, in accordance
with our regulation,” Brickleff
assured.
Staff Sgt. Nicholas Farina
OR-8 US ARMY
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When it comes to hoisting a canine
into a helicopter, special safety
equipment is used and certain
aspects are taken into consideration.
Brickleff goes over the precautions
as they prepare to be hoisted up.
Weather is usually a factor. During
this day’s training in particular,
the heat was a concern. Dogs can
overheat so he ensures Buri is
drinking water. He monitors the
interactions between Buri and
the other Soldiers participating
in the training. He observes the
preparation for hoisting as the
Medevac Aviators on ground use
d-rings and harnesses to properly
secure them into the 420C.
Buri is outfitted with canine-specific
eye protection called “Doggles” and
a muzzle.
“It’s fun to use the Doggles,”
acknowledged
MNBG-East
Veterinary Officer Capt. Jarrod
Miller, a Field Service Veterinarian
for Task Force Med, 21st Combat
Support Hospital out of Fort Hood,
Texas.
Soldiers wear eye protection when
conducting training and operations
with a helicopter. This includes
canine service members, said
Miller.
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Alpha Coy of the Hungarian
KFOR Tactical Reserved Battalion
(KTRBN) successfully passed
compulsory verifacation training
and reached Full Operational
Capability (FOC). The verifacation
training was held on the 9th
September in Novosellë/Novo
Selo at Camp Maréchal de Lattre
de Tassigny (CMLT). It was a
complex Crowd Riot Control
(CRC) exercise, involving “Fire
phobia” training. Members of the
Ukrainian Contingent also assisted
in the trainining in order to make
it a success. The scenario which
was played out was that Alpha Coy
was put in a position where it had
to react to a civilian mass gathering
which turned violent. The rioters

PICTURE: OR-7 Szilveszter Szabados HUN Army (3)

KTRBN FIRE PHOBIA TRAINING

were played by the Hungarian
contingent. The Ukrainian combat
engineer soldier’s task was to
remove the numerous roadblockes

using their FOMD machinery. The
training scenario was deemed a
success when all KFOR personnel
being tested had used the correct
drills and protocols which resulted
in the rioters dispersing from the
area. After achiving FOC, Alpha
COY has demonstrated that it is
capable and ready to fulfill its task
and assist in providing Freedom of
Movement throughout Kosovo if
called upon to do so .
Lt.Beata Csehine Sorkany,
OF-1 HUN ARMY
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KFOR MSU CHANGE OF COMMAND
PRISTINA, 11th September 2017
Major General Giovanni FUNGO,
KFOR Commander, presided over
the Carabinieri Multinational
Specialised Unit’s Change of
Command ceremony that took
place in Pristina. The outgoing
MSU Commander, Colonel Fabio
CAGNAZZO handed over the
command to the incoming Colonel
Marco DI STEFANO.
In his speech MG FUNGO
underlined Col. CAGNAZZO’s
capability to lead his personnel to
better support KFOR mission with
high professionalism and expressed
the gratitude for the outstanding
performance and commitment in
accomplishing all tasks throughout
his mandate.
The
KFOR
Multinational
Specialized Unit (MSU) is based in

Pristina and is an element of COM
KFOR’s forces. It is composed
entirely of Italian Carabinieri. The
MSU is a military unit composed
of police forces with military status.
It provides COM KFOR with a

capability for security operations
including criminal intelligence,
crowd and riots control (CRC) as
well as information gathering and
assessment.

JRD-C CHANGE OF COMMAND
PRISTINA, 9th September 2017
KFOR Commander, Major General
Giovanni FUNGO, presided over
the Change of Command ceremony
of the Joint Regional Detachment
Center (JRDC) in Camp Film City.
After one year of outstanding
service, in front of his military and
civilian personnel, the outgoing
JRDC
Commander,
Colonel

Francesco RANDACIO, handed
over the command to Colonel
Daniele BAJATA.
In his speech, COMKFOR
expressed his gratitude for the work
done by Col. RANDACIO and his
military and civilian personnel.
Since last September, JRDC has
performed several activities in
order to improve relationship
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among all communities.
JRDC is a multinational unit that
includes 5 nations and operates in
13 municipalities with the Liaison
Monitoring Teams (LMT). The
main task is to provide situational
awareness and to monitor security,
socio-economic and political
developments.
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MILITARY POLICE CONDUCT NEW
MARKSMANSHIP QUALIFICATION

The 591st Military Police Company
out of Fort Bliss, Texas conducted
the Law Enforcement Weapons
Training and Qualification, or
LEWTAQ range, August 17th on
Camp Bondsteel, Kosovo.
LEWTAQ is the MP corps’ new
Military Occupational Specialty
standard for weapons qualification,
said 1st Lt. Derek Drouin, the
Multinational Battle Group East deputy provost marshal and
platoon leader of the 591st MP
Co. All MP Soldiers will need to
qualify through the LEWTAQ
starting October 1, 2017. MPs
who cannot pass the qualification
can potentially be reclassed into
another MOS.
The purpose and importance for the
implementation of the LEWTAQ is
apparent to Drouin.
“The new LEWTAQ range will
better prepare our MPs to engage
18

in a real life situation,” said Drouin.
The LEWTAQ is very different
from the Army standard M4
carbine and M9 pistol qualification,
as described by Drouin. There are
12 firing iterations for the rifle
and 11 iterations for the pistol.
These iteration tables vary with the
distance of firing lines ranging from
3 to 50 meters, movement of the
firer and weapons transitions. They
also incorporate weapons failure
drills, shot locations on target and
time restrictions.
“You’re timed with an extremely
limited amount of time,” said
Drouin. “Some of the tables are
only 1.5 seconds in order to get two
shots off. That includes drawing
from the holster.”
Drouin detailed examples for
the differences in grading for the
LEWTAQ. For time, if rounds hit
on target after the buzzer, then the
KFOR CHRONICLE 09/2017

grader will not count those rounds.
For shot location on target, certain
firing
iterations
differentiate
between the head and the body of
the target. There is an iteration that
challenges the firer to shoot the
head once and the body twice. If
the firer shoots the body once and
the head twice, then that misplaced
round will not count.
“Challenging. That’s a good
description for the new LEWTAQ.
It’s very challenging,” said Spc.
Jesus Avalos, the MNBG-East desk
sergeant out of the 591st MP Co.
Avalos firmly believes that the
LEWTAQ will greatly benefit the
MP corps because it forces firers
to react with their weapons during
split second situations. He said the
standard weapons qualifications
allows for firers take their time with
their rifle pressed against a sand
bag or stabilizing themselves in the
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kneeling position. The LEWTAQ
introduces a real-world aspect of
stress, movement and time.
“In real life you’re not going to have
that time to sit there and assess
the situation,” explained Avalos.
“Sometimes it’s going to be a splitsecond decision.”
For Sgt. Javon Gray, squad
leader for the 591st MP Co., the
LEWTAQ is vital for the MP
corps due to the unpredictable and
potentially dangerous nature of
law enforcement duties. The new
standard of qualification demands

skilled execution.
“When I think of LEWTAQ, I think
train as you fight,” said Gray.
Gray is phase-two, special reaction
team certified which means he is
trained at the marksman level of
sniper and is skilled in tactics used
by police SWAT teams.
The LEWTAQ developed out of
the weapons training conducted by
advanced MP schools such as SRT,
Gray explained. His prior weapons
experience involving the concepts
behind the LEWTAQ has allowed
for him to help the Soldiers who are
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experiencing this demanding level
of shooting for the first time.
Gray said he shared a lot of
knowledge-based tips involving
proven basic techniques for holding
a rifle, how to breathe during these
stress-inducing firing iterations and
how to adjust the body for a more
aggressive and stable shooting
posture.
They are the skills for beyond
the
four
fundamentals
of
marksmanship and Gray is a
subject matter expert. He stresses
the importance of practicing these
skills for first responders who
someday may have to react to a
threat in real time.
An active shooter event is what
comes to Gray’s mind when having
to utilize LEWTAQ level weapons
skills.
“Once you come in contact with an
active shooter, you’re not just going
to go into the prone supported,”
said Gray. “You’re going to react to
contact standing or walking toward
the objective.”
With the LEWTAQ going into effect
for fiscal year 2018 as the standard
for MPs across the Army, the 591st
MP Co. is ahead of the curve.
Out of the 11 MPs who shot the
LEWTAQ, 4 of them qualified on
expert, according to Drouin.
“I feel confident knowing that the
Soldiers I’m going to have in the
future are all going to be expert
marksmen,” said Drouin. “Even
if they don’t necessarily qualify
expert on LEWTAQ, they’re going
to be a lot better at shooting than
someone who is just shooting the
old qualifications.”
Staff Sgt. Nicholas Farina
OR-8 U.S. ARMY
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KFOR JOINT MULTI-SHIP HELICOPTER
TRAINING OVER KOSOVO

20

types of helicopters (Super Puma,
Mi-8 MTV-1 and UH-60 Black
Hawk), crews from different
contributing nations and different
flying experience levels is even
more difficult and it was a challenge
for all flyers who were involved.
KFOR J3 AIR gave a task to all
aviation detachments in order to
guarantee operational competence

throughout
all
helicopter
detachments. For this mission,
MNBGE Aviation was requested by
J3 AIR to take over the organization
of the training as the biggest aviation
power in KFOR. They immediately
accepted and the other helicopter
detachments agreed with the
proposal. USA Aviation organized
the Initial Planning Conference,

PICTURE: PAO MNBG-E (2)

On 28th of August 2017 over
KFOR Area of Responsibility six
KFOR military helicopters from
three different troop contributing
nations (Switzerland, Croatia and
United States of America) with
three different types of helicopters
provided Multi-ship helicopter
joint flight training.
It is unusual to see, hear and feel the
power of the six KFOR helicopters
flying as one in formation all
over Kosovo. Personnel who had
the opportunity to follow these
helicopters in a harmonised flight
during their joint flight will have
had a strong positive impression
that they will remember for a long
time.
Joint flight is one of the most
difficult training operations which
all helicopter crews in KFOR are
required to train. To reach the
ability to fly in formation with two
or more helicopters, crews need
significant flying experience. To
organize and coordinate Multi ship
joint flight training with different
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KFOR kinetic units, transport units
or materials, VIP transport or even
real joint air-ground operations.
Those who have had the
opportunity to observe KFOR
Joint Multi ship helicopter training
throughout
Kosovo
should
consider themselves fortunate to
be in the right place at the right

time and I’m sure appreciated and
enjoyed the training spectacle.

Maj. Zlatko Vrdoljak
OF-3 CRO AF

PICTURE: PAO MNBG-E (2)

Final Planning Conference and Preflight briefing where all crews gave
their contribution in order to fulfil
their Multi-ship joint helicopter
tasks. In order to allow the
implementation of the tasks set by
MNBGE, MNBGW, KTRBn, JRD
Centre and JRD South provided
ground recce, EOD checks and
secure landing sites for aviators.
This training type of training is
a great opportunity to facilitate
air crews in achieving a better
understanding
of
different
procedures and the advantages
and disadvantages between them,
which ultimately raises the ability
and safety of air operations.
During the flight training all crews
availed of the opportunity to lead the
group and to be led by others which
gave them valuable experience that
could be of crucial importance
during the implementation of any
future joint flight mission. For
example: providing training to
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Commander KFOR XXI
Major General
Giovanni Fungo,
Italian Army
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“Kosovo Country Side”

Contribute to the
KFORChronicle!

Just send your photos to:
kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by the 20th
of the month explaining where you took the
photo and what equipment you used. We will
then select one of the submitted images and
publish it in the next edition of the Chronicle.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR
Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
KFOR CHRONICLE 09/2017
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Military education: I joined the Hellenic Armed Forces in 2010 attending the Greek
NCO’s Academy. I graduated as an Artillery NCO in 2012 and then I continued
my education by attending the Artillery School for one year. On completion of
this basic course, I was made a military trainer for the recruit civilians, who had
to fulfill their military service. One year later I served in a battalion as an assistant
of the Intel Officer and I was responsible for planning the camp’s security system.
After three years I moved to NRDC-GR HQ and then I was assigned to KFOR.
About the mission: This is my first mission abroad and I am very excited to be
deployed in Kosovo. Currently I serve in JRD-N as a K5 LMT Observer and I think
that this is a great chance for me to meet and co-operate with colleagues from
different nations, as well as to enrich my knowledge of local history and culture.

Name:

Kotsaridis G

Rank:

OR-6

Nationality:
Unit:

Greek
JRD-N

Family reaction: I was born in 1992 in Serres. Although this is the first time I have
to work abroad, my family constantly supports me and they understand that this
is my job as a soldier. Especially my father, who also served in the Hellenic Armed
Forces, constantly helps me by giving me tips.
Hobbies: I enjoy both watching and playing all kinds of sports but performing
martial arts and swimming are my favorites. I also like watching a good movie and
listening to music when work is finished, so that I can relax and enjoy the rest of
the day

Military Education: I enlisted in the U.S. Army National Guard in 2010. I am an
Air Traffic Operations Specialist. I attended Advanced Individual Training for 8
weeks at Fort Rucker, Alabama. I Attended the U.S. Army Basic Leader Course
in 2014. I was promoted to the rank of sergeant in October of 2015. I served as a
section sergeant for my prior assignment. I attended Oklahoma City Community
College then Southwestern Oklahoma State University to earn my bachelor of
science in nursing. Upon my unit’s completion of the Kosovo Force Multinational
Battle Group – East rotation, I will receive direct commission as a first lieutenant to
serve as a U.S. Army Nurse

Name:

Krista Lynn

Rank:

Sergeant (OR-5)

Nationality:

American

Unit:

MNBG-E

About the Mission: This is my first deployment. My unit conducts medevac
operations as part of the on-going peacekeeping mission for KFOR MNBG-East.
My duty here is to carry out flight operations on the ground. I am part of a team
that completes mission risk assessments and maintains radio communications
with aircraft personnel. When a 9-line medevac request is called up, we issue them
out to the aircrew.
Family Reaction: I am Married. I have an 8-year-old son and an 11-month-old
daughter. My family and I live in the state of Oklahoma. I use Facetime to keep in
touch with my loved ones back home.
Hobbies: I like to hunt and I like to fish. I like to golf. I am kind of bad at it but it’s
okay!
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